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Happy April to you all! 
 
We have had an extremely busy month of March in terms of all our social media accounts and reviews. 
For this report, in addition to the Analytics Summary, I have also included three graphs based on our 
data, and three reviews for your reference. Please find it all attached below! 
 
We have had 213 OpenTable reviews come in through the month of March 2021, all of which have been 

responded to. Comparatively 
with January, which had a total 
of 164 reviews, and February, 
which had a total of 145 reviews, 
this is our busiest month yet. 
Throughout the month of March, 
we averaged 6.87 reviews per 
day. This is up from both the 
months of January and February 
where we averaged 5.29 and 
5.18, respectively. Our overall 
OpenTable rating is 4.6 out of 5 
stars with 95% of guests saying 
they “Would Recommend” us. 
This is the same as last month’s 

overall rating. Our monthly rating is 4.7 out of 5 stars, the same as last month’s. Our Food, Service, and 
Ambience categories come in at 
4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 out of 5 stars. 
Again, the same as February. 
We have had 27 Google 
reviews, with an average rating 
of 4.2 out of 5 stars, that have all 
been responded to for the 
month of March. This is up from 
the month of February where we 
had 25 Google reviews. Our 
third highest scoring key 
attribute to our restaurant is 
“serves great dessert”. The 
launch of our new menus will 
surely increase this, and we will 
continue to be known for our excellent food menus by Executive Chef Matt Cusano. I have engaged with 
nine guests over email regarding both positive experiences and constructive feedback. We have had 
one TripAdvisor and one Yelp review for this month. Our TripAdvisor rating holds steady at 4 out of 5 
stars coming from 113 reviews. 
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Our Facebook page likes and followers has continued to follow an increasing trend. Comparatively with 
last month, we are up 3% in total likes, 
from 1,666 to 1,716, and up 3% in total 
followers, from 1,912 to 1,854. Our 
overall Facebook rating is holding 
constant at 4.6 out of 5 stars. We are up 
to 5,522 followers on Instagram with a 
0.9% daily increase over the month of 
March.  
I have included three notable reviews 
that we have received throughout the 
month of March. Two glowing reviews, 
and one not-so-much. However, I value 
these reviews as catering to our guests 
is how we improve and continue to be 

one of Victoria’s top restaurants. 

 

 
 
Please find all of the analytics for March 2021 on the attached report. I look forward to continuing to 
provide these reports and include more details/insights each time. 
 
Kindest regards, 
Chantaille Ash 
 
 



REPORT

OpenTable
213
Rating 4.6 Stars | 95% Would Recommend
FOOD 4.5
SERVICE 4.6
AMBIANCE 4.7
MARCH RATING 4.7

Google
27
Rating 4.2 Stars
"SERVES GREAT DESSERT"

Emails
9
Positive Experiences + Constructive
Feedback

Facebook
4.6
Out of 5 Stars
81 REVIEWS

TripAdvisor
4
Out of 5 Stars
113 REVIEWS

BOOM + BATTEN

FACEBOOK  
1,716 total likes
1,912 total followers 

INSTAGRAM   
5,522 total followers

2021     
Report by Chantaille Ash

For the month of March


